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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

February 16, 2023 

 

Crude oil prices appear to have based but so far have failed to break above resistance at around 

$80-$82 per barrel.   

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

Crude oil inventories rose a whopping 16.3 mb compared to a 2.0 mb build forecast.  The SPR 

was unchanged.   

 

In the details, U.S. crude oil production was unchanged at 12.3 mbpd.  Exports rose 0.2 mbpd, 

while imports declined 0.8 mbpd.  Refining activity fell 1.4% to 86.5% of capacity.   

Weekly Energy Update 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and  

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 
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(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  We are accumulating oil 

inventory at a rapid pace, even without SPR sales (see below).  The primary culprit is low 

refining activity, which should pick up later this year.  The rapid rise in stockpiles, though, is a 

bearish factor for oil. 
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Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories.  With another round of SPR 

sales, the combined storage data will again be important. 
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Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2001.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $95.37.  

 

The Nord Stream Issue:  Seymour Hersh, a long-time investigative reporter, released a 

blockbuster allegation a few days ago, suggesting that the U.S., along with Norway, attacked the 

Nord Stream pipelines.  According to his report, U.S. Navy divers from the Diving and Salvage 

Center based in Panama placed explosives on the pipeline and were responsible for the damage.  

If these allegations are true, it would create a crisis.  Arguably, this action is a casus belli and 

could put the U.S. and NATO into a direct conflict with Russia.  Although, before we take the 

report at face value, caution should be exercised.   

 

Hersh is an 85-year-old investigative reporter who won a Pulitzer Prize in 1970 for uncovering 

the Mỹ Lai massacre.  However, over the years, a good bit of his reporting has been increasingly 

discredited.  He wrote a large piece for the London Review of Books that suggested the Obama 

administration’s account of the assassination of Osama bin Laden was essentially a lie.  He faced 

strong criticism for that report, which relied heavily on unnamed sources.  Later, he seemed to 

side with the Assad regime over chemical weapons, but the allegations he made were not entirely 

refuted either.  Our take is that Hersh, at least at one time, was an important journalist.  Over the 

years, though, his reporting seems to have become increasingly erratic.  

 

As we noted, Hersh isn’t a crackpot, but likely due to his experiences in dealing with the U.S. 

military and intelligence agencies, he seems to have taken a position more recently that the 

benefit of the doubt should go to foreign interests.  Thus, there is a potential bias to his reporting.  

At the same time, even though there is a notable lack of sourcing in the report, there are solid 

geopolitical reasons for the U.S. to want to end Nord Stream. 

 

The age of oil has been difficult for Europe, mainly because the continent doesn’t have much oil 

of its own.  Although Europe is blessed with ample coal resources, the superiority of oil as an 

energy source meant that without secure sources of oil, European dominance of the world was in 

trouble.  There is a bit of production available in Romania, and of course, after oil prices spiked 

in the 1970s, oil was extracted from the North Sea, but Europe was never going to achieve oil 

and gas independence.  The European powers attempted to expand their colonial reach into the 

Middle East and Asia to acquire oil, but those areas proved difficult to secure.  The Dutch lost 

the oil in Southeast Asia to Japan during WWII.  After WWII, when the U.S. fostered 

independence for European colonies, Europe lost controlled access to oil in North Africa and the 

https://seymourhersh.substack.com/p/how-america-took-out-the-nord-stream?utm_campaign=post
https://seymourhersh.substack.com/p/how-america-took-out-the-nord-stream?utm_campaign=post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seymour_Hersh
https://www.vox.com/2015/5/11/8584473/seymour-hersh-osama-bin-laden
https://www.vox.com/2015/5/11/8584473/seymour-hersh-osama-bin-laden
https://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/magazine/whatever-happened-to-seymour-hersh
https://www.gzeromedia.com/quick-take/who-blew-up-the-nord-stream-pipelines?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
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Middle East.  Until the early 1970s, Europe was mostly dependent on the U.S. for oil.  Not 

wanting to be fully dependent on Washington for energy, Europe, and especially Germany, 

turned to Russia.  Naturally, this reliance on Russia wasn’t popular with the U.S.  Consistently, 

American administrations criticized Europe for its increasing reliance on Russia oil and gas.  The 

Nord Stream projects were especially galling because they directly linked Russia to Germany.   

 

Thus, the destruction of the pipelines is arguably in American interests.  That’s why this 

narrative will likely be hard to quash, even if the Hersh reporting is false.  It is natural to assume 

that if a party benefits from an event it might have had a role in causing it.  However, that is 

about as far as this goes.  It is quite possible that Hersh received this information from someone 

that would also benefit from increased tensions between the U.S. and Russia.  And since no 

sources are named, it may be impossible to really prove anything.  

 

We will continue to monitor developments and reporting around this issue.  We doubt that we 

will see anything definitive on this in the near term, so the most likely outcome is that it won’t 

cause an escalation directly involving the U.S. and NATO against Russia.  But we could see “tit-

for-tat” actions, such as sabotage of LNG facilities, cutting of fiber optic cables, etc.   

 

Market News: 

• The big news this week, although maybe it shouldn’t be, is that the U.S. will sell an 

additional 26 mb out of the SPR.  This sale was previously mandated by Congress.  Over 

the past couple of decades, Congress has, on occasion, used the SPR as sort of a “slush 

fund” to address budget issues that couldn’t be met with taxes or by borrowing.  This is a 

rather small sale given the scale of recent withdrawals, but the market didn’t take the 

news well by selling on fears of further sales from the reserve.  In fact, the administration 

considered canceling the sale, but doing so would have required an act of Congress, 

probably difficult to do in the current environment.  We don’t think this sale matters all 

that much, but our Twitter feed lit up with all sorts of commentary about how 

irresponsible the SPR sales were, and “look, they are at it again.”   We don’t disagree 

about the risks from earlier sales, but this one isn’t all that big of a deal.   

• The IEA is forecasting oil demand will reach a new high this year due to China’s 

reopening. 

• In response to the G-7 price cap, Russia announced a 0.5 mbpd oil production cut.  There 

are two concerns beyond the obvious one that this action will lift prices. The first is that 

Russia may not be making this cut voluntarily but is finding that demand for its oil is 

falling.  Announcing a cut may be a measure to save face.  Second, cutting production is 

always a risky idea because once a well is shut in, in a short amount of time that 

production is lost without having to redrill.  Complicating matters further is that Russia 

was dependent on Western expertise to drill and maintain technically difficult oil fields.  

Sanctions and disinvestment may lead to further output losses.  Oil prices initially rose on 

the report but failed to hold gains.  Oil markets are most likely worried about global 

recession weakening demand rather than the loss of supply.   

o As the Russia Urals discount widens, the Duma is considering legislation to limit 

the discount.  If put into practice, it would likely lead to a lower supply.  There are 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-13/us-to-sell-26-million-more-barrels-from-strategic-crude-reserve?utm_source=google&utm_medium=bd&cmpId=google&sref=uIvt3NFS&leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.spr.doe.gov/doeec/ActiveDocs.htm?type=oil%20sale&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-13/oil-drops-on-us-plan-to-sell-more-oil-from-strategic-reserve?srnd=premium&sref=17aozLHf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-13/oil-drops-on-us-plan-to-sell-more-oil-from-strategic-reserve?srnd=premium&sref=17aozLHf
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/us-sell-26-mln-bbls-oil-reserves-mandated-by-congress-2023-02-13/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-demand-to-be-driven-by-asia-this-year-as-china-reopens-iea-says-d5b90631?st=8bj3llj12ia42ta&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/dc898690-653a-47f1-af56-b0216abd7dcd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0LzuMUOO0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0LzuMUOO0k
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2020-05-28/shutting-down-oil-wells-a-risky-and-expensive-option/#:~:text=To%20restart%20production%2C%20it%20is,perform%20hydraulic%20fracturation%20(fracking).
https://twitter.com/ericnuttall/status/1625183242516152341?s=12&t=axsE6woGwsj1uOQja-IuRQ
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/10/business/russian-oil-price-sanctions.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/10/business/russian-oil-price-sanctions.html?smid=url-share
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/13/russias-energy-weapon-looks-increasingly-puny?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/russia-proposes-caps-oil-export-discounts-draft-law-2023-02-12/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/russia-proposes-caps-oil-export-discounts-draft-law-2023-02-12/
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reports suggesting that Russia’s discounts may be worse than the official price 

spreads indicate.  

• China is working on an LNG deal with Qatar.  As Qatar develops its North Field, it is 

apparently looking for long-term contracts to finance the development.   

• Although Freeport began exporting LNG this week, regulators report that the plant has 

systemic safety concerns.   

• The U.S. natural gas market is dealing with increased demand, especially from LNG, and 

rising production.  However, inventory capacity is mostly fixed, meaning that price 

volatility is rising.  Complicating matters is that most U.S. inventory facilities are 

depleted gas wells where, to maintain integrity, gas is injected and withdrawn at a mostly 

steady pace.  This factor leads to a seasonal pattern of storage where gas is injected from 

April to October and withdrawn from November to March.  Storage seasonality is why 

price lows usually occur in January; however, if temperatures are moderate, stored gas 

must still come to market.  Exports come with their own set of difficulties.  Although 

European gas prices have declined due to mild temperatures, once the European refill 

season begins, export demand will likely increase.  Volatile natural gas prices will make 

planning difficult and could increase volatility for fertilizer and chemical prices as well.   

• We are hearing of increasing concern over the future production from the Permian Basin.  

In some respects, this is nothing new.  A few years ago, some analysts were sounding the 

alarm that drilling practices were damaging reservoirs.  Now, firms operating in the 

region are considering consolidation which is rational if production has peaked.   

• A growing number of long-term forecasts suggest that U.S. oil demand may be close to 

peaking. If true, the case for investing in future production would be hard to make.  At 

the same time, the lack of refining investment could lead to strong margins for the 

foreseeable future. 

• A warming trend over the Arctic may bring much colder temperatures to Europe and 

North America.  If it persists, it could lead to a cold spring which could delay crop 

planting. 

 

Geopolitical News:  

• Iran’s President Raisi is visiting China this week after being invited to Beijing by 

President Xi.  This is the first visit to China by an Iranian president in more than two 

decades.  China and Iran have been increasing ties in recent years.  China has been 

willing to break with sanctions on Iran by purchasing Iranian oil (although at discounts).  

China’s willingness to refuse to cooperate with U.S. sanctions has led to China becoming 

Iran’s largest trading partner.  China and Iran have a 25-year cooperation agreement, 

although little of the arrangement has been implemented so far.  We suspect Iran was 

keen to meet with Xi in the aftermath of the Chinese president’s recent visit to Riyadh.  

Iran and Saudi Arabia have been at loggerheads since the Iranian revolution and, even 

before the revolution, both countries vied to dominate the Middle East.  Iran was likely 

concerned about China’s wooing the Saudis, even proposing to price oil in CNY.  China 

has also recently sided with the UAE on a five-decade dispute over three islands in the 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/goldman-says-russian-oil-sold-significantly-more-than-quoted-prices-2023-02-13/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/chinas-cnpc-set-seal-mega-qatari-lng-deal-sources-2023-02-13/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/natgas-flows-freeport-lngs-texas-export-plant-jump-refinitiv-data-shows-2023-02-13/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-11/freeport-lng-gas-plant-blast-caused-by-systemic-failures-regulators?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-11/freeport-lng-gas-plant-blast-caused-by-systemic-failures-regulators?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.wsj.com/articles/natural-gas-fasten-your-seat-belts-5c0fcdf4?st=dk814e66xh6cjb9&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/aad9c356-b37e-4768-b39f-c22b9548b290?emailId=c5d4ce6a-c572-408d-b22e-5cdf095c51f2&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/71c0e708-df09-4b4d-91e9-5d35a7f63ad8
https://www.ft.com/content/71c0e708-df09-4b4d-91e9-5d35a7f63ad8
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-25e6bc39-5c1c-4687-b9ac-921471689b9a.html?chunk=2&utm_term=emshare#story2
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-25e6bc39-5c1c-4687-b9ac-921471689b9a.html?chunk=2&utm_term=emshare#story2
https://rbnenergy.com/the-futures-so-bright-whats-ahead-for-refined-products-in-the-us-and-abroad
https://rbnenergy.com/the-futures-so-bright-whats-ahead-for-refined-products-in-the-us-and-abroad
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/10/sudden-stratospheric-warming-event-polar-vortex?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/2/13/irans-raisi-heads-large-delegation-in-first-state-visit-to-china?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-12/iranian-president-to-visit-china-this-week-on-xi-s-invite?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-12/iranian-president-to-visit-china-this-week-on-xi-s-invite?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/2/13/irans-raisi-heads-large-delegation-in-first-state-visit-to-china?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.wsj.com/articles/irans-president-visits-china-amid-tensions-with-u-s-abf67525?st=98ymyf3ve8fxxcf&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://wits.worldbank.org/CountrySnapshot/en/IRN?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/1/15/iran-says-25-year-china-agreement-enters-implementation-stage?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://sc.mp/21gy?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3209952
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/12/11/iran-summons-china-envoy-over-disputed-islands-with?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/12/11/iran-summons-china-envoy-over-disputed-islands-with?utm_source=GZERO+Daily&utm_campaign=4fef0e122a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2023_02_14_12_09&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-4fef0e122a-%5BLIST_EMAIL_ID%5D
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Persian Gulf that Iran seized after the British had left the region.  China is likely to find 

that managing relations in the Middle East is difficult as there are age old rivalries in play 

and showing favor to one party can infuriate another.   

 

Alternative Energy/Policy News: 

• Ford (F, $13.07) has announced a $3.5 billion battery plant in Michigan.  Stimulating 

such investments was a goal of the Inflation Reduction Act.  However, there is a 

complication.  Ford intends to license the battery technology from Contemporary 

Amperex Technology (CATL, CNY, 451.05), a Chinese company.  The plant will be a 

wholly owned subsidiary of the U.S. automaker and will create 2,500 jobs.  The licensing 

of Chinese battery technology, though, is quite controversial.  Ford was considering 

building the plant in Virginia, but Governor Youngkin withdrew his state’s bid due to the  

connection to China.   

o To a great extent, Ford’s decision to license a Chinese company’s technology is 

an example of the difference between the business class and the political class 

when it comes to China.  In simple terms, opposition to China is perhaps the only 

bipartisan issue.  No politician wants to be outflanked or seen as being “soft” on 

China.  On the other hand, business interests continue to want to work with China 

and take advantage of their manufacturing prowess.   

o Recently, China appeared to be working hard to improve commercial relations.  

The balloon controversy has scotched that effort and will make business interests 

wanting to work with China more difficult.   

• Although EVs continue to dominate the news, fuel cell/hydrogen vehicles remain a 

potential competitor.  Using hydrogen would avoid the range concern which plagues 

EVs, but the problem is that the hydrogen is derived from fossil fuels and isn’t all that 

environmentally friendly.  There is a whole “color coding” system for hydrogen, and oil 

firms are pressing regulators for more open rules on “green” hydrogen to capture tax 

credits.  However, the determination of what qualifies various colors of hydrogen  

remains controversial. 

• The search for EV metals is leading to the Arctic.  The U.S. has even appointed an 

ambassador to the region.  

• Electric car trips of any distance require careful planning.  This account shows just how 

much planning is required.   

• Commodity markets are notorious for boom/bust cycles.  Although the long-term outlook 

for EV metals is favorable, we are seeing increasing inventories which could lead to a 

period of price retrenchment.  China’s solar sector is facing issues of overcapacity as 

well. 

• Saudi Arabia is launching a domestic EV industry in part to reduce its own demand for 

oil to allow for greater exports.  Indonesia, a major nickel producer, is considering 

developing a battery industry.   

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/autos/ford/2023/02/13/ford-details-3-5-billion-ev-battery-plant-to-be-built-in-marshall/69898581007/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ford-invests-3-5-billion-in-michigan-battery-plant-with-chinese-partners-technology-1aed174c?st=or7w1mnm8he6vp6&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-am-3c6ee435-4713-4ab8-94fd-8450d5d7f7db.html?chunk=4&utm_term=emshare#story4
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/13/business/energy-environment/ford-catl-electric-vehicle-battery.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/08f08895-0ea0-40da-af31-2d29e2ae62e9?emailId=c5d4ce6a-c572-408d-b22e-5cdf095c51f2&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://apnews.com/article/ford-motor-co-michigan-detroit-business-e75de5b389687e7a3bbc248e83e23ac0
https://apnews.com/article/ford-motor-co-michigan-detroit-business-e75de5b389687e7a3bbc248e83e23ac0
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1625293820710768640?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/13/ford-catl-battery-factory?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/13/ford-catl-battery-factory?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.thewirechina.com/2023/02/12/virginia-ford-catl/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-20/youngkin-calls-ford-catl-battery-plant-plan-a-trojan-horse
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-20/youngkin-calls-ford-catl-battery-plant-plan-a-trojan-horse
https://www.politico.com/news/2023/02/14/balloon-china-washington-trade-00082640
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fight-to-define-green-hydrogen-with-billions-of-dollars-at-stake-54a94a3f?st=whb0z1lvhycamsg&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fight-to-define-green-hydrogen-with-billions-of-dollars-at-stake-54a94a3f?st=whb0z1lvhycamsg&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/5c32002f-b095-49e3-aae0-660a48d38815?desktop=true&amp%3BsegmentId=d8d3e364-5197-20eb-17cf-2437841d178a&emailId=c5d4ce6a-c572-408d-b22e-5cdf095c51f2&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320#myft:notification:instant-email:content
https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-mining-ev-metals-the-arctic-is-hot-8299d1cc?st=g4b0qm6m3cn8kjp&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/26/arctic-ambassador-us-biden-administration?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/26/arctic-ambassador-us-biden-administration?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/14/electric-car-ev-road-trip?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/14/electric-car-ev-road-trip?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-14/once-hot-battery-metals-set-to-slide-leading-china-group-warns/
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• China’s wind and solar industry generates enough electricity to meet its household 

demand. 
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